CONVERGE Pillow
CONVERGE Pillow

PURE SOLIDS

FABRICS DESIGNED BY AGF STUDIO

PE-487 COTTON CANDY
PE-420 CRYSTAL PINK
PE-474 SWEET PINK
PE-404 FESTIVAL FUSCHIA

PE-439 RASPBERRY ROSE
PE-490 RUBY
PE-442 OCEAN WEAVES
PE-497 MALDIVES

PE-403 FRESH WATER
PE-451 ICY MINT
PE-491 FIELD OF LAVENDER
PE-425 MAUVELOUS
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PE-423  APPLETINI
PE-417  EMERALD
PE-462  PISTACHIO CREME
PE-478  JADE CREAM

PE-424  MIRAGE BLUE
PE-402  COZUMEL BLUE
PE-456  AURORA RED
PE-461  TIGERLILY

PE-449  MANDARIN
PE-446  HONEYDEW
PE-491  LIGHT CITRON
PE-416  LEMONADE

PE-482  FOREST NIGHT
CONVERGE
Pillow

FINISHED SIZE | 22" x 22"

CONSTRUCTION

Sew all rights sides together with ¼" seam allowance.

- This pillow is made out of 4 blocks. Each one of them have a different color combination for the triangles, but same background color. It is a perfect scrap project.
- We’ve attached a link where Mr. Domestic shows a very easy to follow technique for paper piecing.
- For Background fabric we used around ¾ Yard of our new Pure Solid PE-482.
- Print the template included at the end of the instructions 4 times, and follow the diagrams below.

Block 1:

1 - PE-490
2 - PE-482
3 - PE-482
4 - PE-439
5 - PE-482
6 - PE-482
7 - PE-404
8 - PE-482
9 - PE-482
10 - PE-474
11 - PE-482
12 - PE-482
13 - PE-420
14 - PE-482
15 - PE-482
16 - PE-487
17 - PE-482
18 - PE-482

Diagram 1
Once you finished the four blocks, sew them as shown in the diagram below. Feel free to use your favorite Pure Solids combination. Enjoy.
CREATING THE BACK PILLOW

Sew all rights sides together with ¼"seam allowance. Press open.

- To make a envelope back for your pillow take both 22" x 17" rectangles and fold one 17" side on each rectangle in 1/2" and press and then fold another 1/2" and press.
- Top stitch as close to the edge as possible.
- Place rectangles right side together on top of each other to the front of your pillow and stitch all the way around your pillow at ¼" seam allowance.
- Clip corners at seam allowance and flip piece to the right side of the fabric.
- Fill pillow with a 22" x 22" pillow form and enjoy!

NOTE: While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, We are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies. Please read instructions carefully before starting the construction of this quilt. If desired, wash and iron your fabrics before starting to cut.